Attendees: Duane Parliament, Tyler Deir, Chris Scovill, Gareth Cunningham, Allison Bailey, Kirsty Milne, Kristen Fontaine, Ryan Bennett

1. Acceptance of agenda
   • Accepted by Kristen Fontaine and Tyler Deir

2. Acceptance of minutes of last meeting: September 23rd, 2021
   • Accepted by Allison Bailey and Kirsty Milne

3. Business Arising from previous minutes
   • No Business put forward

4. Monthly Incident reports
   • No incident reports

5. Building Inspection Update
   • MacBrown temperature checks - Tyler will review
   • Inspections are continuing as planned with West Campus and Main Campus. Inspections are between all facility coordinators

6. New Business:
   a. Indoor Facility update – Duane
      • 1st indoor games at ARC this weekend. COVID-19 plans in place to keep spectators separate from work out participants
      • Reconfigured main entry - screening now located in Alumni Lounge. This alleviates health and safety concerns from screener staff as gets cold in east catwalk in the Winter
      • Intramurals busy and consistent attendance of workouts
      • Ontario announcement tomorrow - will review once received to see how impacts Athletics plans (masking protocols and capacity numbers)
         • City Facilities – participants must be masked at all times in line with A&R Protocols (during practices and activities)
      • Drop in basketball - invited a number of participants to leave due to repeatedly not wearing masks

   b. Outdoor Facility update – Tyler
      • Changed COVID forms for spectators to complete
[Reconfigured Nixon field for U SPORTS planning]

c. Covid/H&S protocols for USports Rugby – Duane
   - Q Game day screening when coming in for spectators
   - U SPORT testing protocol: Test 0 on arrival and day 3
     - Ryan has proposed test before arrival and test on practice days - will be tested 2-3 times with a rapid test and will have to complete symptom check. Ryan is still working with U SPORTS to determine protocol

d. PPE & Cleaning equipment – Duane
   - No changes

Additional:

Kristen presented:
- Requesting an exemption for the guards to not have to wear a mask while in the chair – concerned of fainting due to heat and circulation
  - Guards are currently wearing masks while guarding and chairs up until now have been offline
  - Life Guard society protocol indicates no mask while in chair since they are properly distanced from patrons
  - Propose that Guards will wear mask on desk, climb the ladder, remove the mask while sitting, mask back on to rotate
- Duane to follow up with Dan Langham

Next Meeting will be Thursday November 18th, 2021 at 11am on Teams.